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President Franklin Delano Roosevelt signed the Tennessee Valley Authority Act, 
creating the TVA. 

TVA was designed to modernize the region, using experts and electricity to combat 
human and economic problems.TVA developed fertilizers, taught farmers ways to 
improve crop yields and helped replant forests, control forest fires, and improve habitat 
for fish and wildlife. The most dramatic change in Valley life came from TVA-generated 
electricity. Electric lights and modern home appliances made life easier and farms more 
productive. Electricity also drew industries into the region, providing desperately needed 
jobs. 

By 1934, TVA employed more than 9,000 people. TVA's cheap electricity attracted 
textile mills to the area, and they hired mostly women as workers. 
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Security and Exchange Commissions 
 
 

 
 
The Securities Act of 1933 required public corporations to register their stock sales and 

distribution and make regular financial disclosures. The Securities Exchange Act of 

1934 created theSEC to regulate exchanges, brokers, and over-the-counter markets, as 

well as to monitor the required financial disclosures. 

The Securities and Exchange Commission, or SEC, is an independent federal 

regulatory agency tasked with protecting investors and capital, overseeing the stock 

market and proposing and enforcing federal securities laws. Prior to the SEC’s creation, 

oversight of the trade in stocks, bonds and other securities was virtually nonexistent, 

which led to widespread fraud, insider trading and other abuses. The SEC was created 

in 1934 as one of President Franklin Roosevelt’s New Deal programs to help fight the 

devastating economic effects of the Great Depression and prevent any future market 

calamities.  
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Fair Labor Standards Act  
 

 
 
The Fair Labor Standards Act created the right to a minimum wage, and 
"time-and-a-half" overtime pay when people work over forty hours a week. It also 
prohibits most employment of minors in "oppressive child labor". 
 
According to the act, workers must be paid minimum wage and overtime pay must be 
one-and-a-half times regular pay. Children under eighteen cannot do certain dangerous 
jobs, and children under sixteen cannot work in manufacturing or mining, or during 
school hours. Though it did not cover executives, seasonal employees, and some other 
groups, the Fair Labor Standards Act gave raises to 700,000 workers, and President 
Franklin Roosevelt called it the most important piece of New Deal legislation since the 
Social Security Act of 1935. 
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